
Christmas Bowls and Table Centre




For each of these you need one pack of 16 Ruby charm squares and 
two 1/8th cuts of greens - I used Lilypad and Lichen. You also need 
a piece of batting/wadding for each, and matching threads for 
piecing and quilting. I sort of assume a sewing machine, but you 
could make these by hand if you wish.


Use 1/4 inch seams throughout. I recommend cotton threads and 
batting/wadding…


For the Table Centre, lay your 5-inch squares out in four rows of 
four and sew the rows together. Press the seams alternate ways and 
sew the rows together into a square. 




Press 
neatly


Cut four 9-1/2 inch squares 
from the greens, 2 from each 
colour. Sew these together into 
a four-patch alternating the 
colours, and press.


Lay a piece of batting down, 
then the green back face up, 
then the red panel face down. 
Match the seams in the middles 
of the sides and pin firmly


Sew all round the square 
leaving a little gap in the middle 
of one side


Trim the batting to the stitch 
line, being careful not to cut the 
fabric or the stitches. Trim the 
corners off, and turn the whole 
thing the right way out through 



the gap. Slip-stitch the gap closed.


Press


Quilt the panel - I made a spiral from the 
centre with red thread on top and green 
underneath


Make leaves - I chose holly leaves for 
this. The template sheet has holly and 
ivy in three sizes each.


Draw round your chosen leaf patterns 
onto pieces of the green fabrics, some 
on each colour. Make a little slit in the 
piece with the drawn line, as shown.  I 
alternated the colours, using both on 
each leaf but alternating the top colour for variety.


Layer a scrap of batting or felt, a piece of green fabric face up, then a drawn leaf piece face down. 
Starting and ending on a side (not in a corner) sew all around with a small stitch. Trim the batting 
as before, then snip into the seam allowances carefully all around. Turn the leaf the right way out 
and press. Position the leaves to suit and sew down with a “leaf vein” pattern - this should close 
up the hole in the back…


For the Bowls 

I made two sizes of bowls with 
bound edges. The red squares 
were trimmed to 4 inches for the 
larger bowl, and to 3-1/2 inches 
for the smaller one. Lay out your 
squares and sew together as 
above. For the larger bowl, cut 
the green squares to 8 inches, 
and for the smaller, to 7 inches. 


When you have assembled the 
top and backings, layer in the 
usual quilty way with your batting 
in the middle, and aligning the 
middles with a pin or several.  
Quilt as desired.  


Reserve some fabric for the leaves as above, then cut the remaining green fabric into 2-1/2 inch 
strips to make a binding. Sew the pieces end-to-end and press the seams open. 

Bind all round in the usual way, starting and finishing about 1/4 of the way along one side. I bound 
entirely by machine, sewing the binding onto the back then 
finishing on the front with a straight stitch. This is a good place 
to use your fancy stitches…




Make leaves (I chose ivy) and add to a corner or two


Fold your finished bowl in half and sew darts on each side as shown to make the shape. Pin and 
try - the deeper your dart the deeper and narrower your bowl.


These are delightful on the table, fully washable, and make delicious gifts..





